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Economic and cultural 

convergence

million, according to the Brazilian Institute of Geography 
and Statistics (IBGE) - living primarily in the south and 
southeast of the country. The partnership, initially insti-
tuted through labor relations, has permeated the bounda-
ries of the labor market and led to distinct cultures. 

In the beginning of the 21st century, steps were taken 
towards the development of international coopera-
tion. Under the initiative of Sebrae, more in-depth 
knowledge was disseminated about Italian productive 
systems, globally recognized as success cases. The 
partnership with the Interamerican Development Bank 
(IDB), based on investment by the Multilateral Invest-
ment Fund (MIF), has produced a study about Italian 
industrial districts, and the capability of deploying an 
equivalent model within the context of Brazilian micro- 
and small-sized companies. 

THE FRIENDLY AND CLOSE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN BRAZIL AND ITALY HAS, OVER TIME, 
YIELDED SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS FOR BOTH 
NATIONS; THIS IS A PARTNERSHIP WITH 
STRONG CULTURAL TIES

International cooperation between Brazil and Italy 
was enhanced at the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Italian immigration to Brazil - more intense 

between 1880 and 1930, at levels far greater than to 
other countries - showcases Italians’ interest in Brazil. 
Over time, this friendly and close relationship has borne 
substantial benefits for both nations. 

The economic changes in northern Italy have reduced 
domestic market share and Europe’s employment po-
tential. This has naturally led to a search for new oppor-
tunities in other locations. On the other hand, the option 
to freely engage in labor in Brazil was very welcoming 
to Italian immigrants. 

Today, Brazil stands out as the country with the high-
est number of Italian immigrant descendants - about 25 
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SIMILARITIES

The story of the local organization of Italian entrepre-
neurs who owned micro and small-sized businesses 
becomes more evident in the postwar period. At a 
time when all there was was a weak economy and a 
crisis - with a recession and small industries closing 
down - individual details gained prominence. Learning 
of the craft, the manual skills to manufacture and sell 
items, the specialization of labor by region and a strong 
entrepreneurial spirit stung recovery in the midst of 
economic decay. That reality seemed to be the ideal 
model for the Brazilians. 

In 1998, technicians from the institution went to Italy, in 
search of technical knowledge. The key similarity that 
fuelled the belief that the model would a good fit in Bra-
zil was the fact that Brazil has small business agglomer-
ates, much like Italy. “The starting point is the structure 
of the Brazilian economic system, which is based on 
micro and small enterprises. These similar realities 
made the countries better able to communicate with 
each other,” says Emilio Beltrami, a an international 
consultant with Sebrae. 

DIFFERENCES

Two aspects have been noteworthy in this exchange. 
The first has to do with a culture of cooperation and 
association. In Brazil, the concept of Local Productive 
Arrangements (APL, Arranjos Produtivos Locais) stems 
from such a learning experience. “What we see, across 
all the projects we develop in partnership with Italy, is 
the culture of association, favored by the country’s own 
history. The way they organize and work together, seek-
ing a corporate identity, really makes a difference,” says 
Alexandre Guerra, a Sebrae economist. Ismael Gilio, from 
the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), reiterates 
the fluidity and effectiveness of the relationship with Italy. 

“Italian cooperation with Brazil leads to more substantial 
results. We have a harmonious relationship and common 
goals, is a natural integration,” he states. 

Another aspect is culture. “Italian businesses are based 
on the family. They create businesses and pass them 
down through generations. As they grew, Italian busi-
nesses were divided up - to alleviate the tax burden, 
among other reasons,” says Paul Volker, a Master in Po-
litical Science at Sebrae. Italian macroeconomics gave 
a satisfactory level of support to micro- and small-sized 
businesses, as they functioned based on established 
policies. In Brazil, the preponderant choice was having 
large companies. 
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MODERNITY

Traditional production scales, in contrast with modern-
ized endeavors, did not prevent Brazil from taking up 
innovations. Brazilian courage comes together with the 
Italian production profile and fits in with the development 
of a coherent uptake of content and design concerns, 
which had, until then, been somewhat neglected. 

The acknowledgement of the characteristics that make 
up the Brazilian socio-cultural identity has collaborated 
with the country’s newfound understanding of its export 
potential and the appreciation of its nuances. The study 
of the country’s colors and unique representations has 
changed some of the production guidelines. The “Bra-
zilian Face” project, spearheaded by Sebrae and the 
IDB, has assisted in the interpretation of the internal 
and external vision of national representativeness. The 
objective was to value the Brazilian culture and lifestyle, 
and generate greater identification of the potential of the 
elements that make up the Brazilian identity. The study 
of such brands was conducted with the participation 

of Italian bestseller Domenico De Masi, author of “Ócio 
Criativo” and sociologist, involved in Italy’s historical 
cooperation with Brazil. 

 Vinicius Lages, manager at Sebrae, points out that 
the “Brazilian Face” project has emphasized the 
understanding of national cultural values. “We work 
the concept. Just as Italians used the “Made in Italy” 
brand, we decided to learn about Brazilian produc-
tion methods and culture, in order to add value to our 
business. The iconography and typical items started 
to add a different type of value, that goes beyond the 
symbolic, and incorporates a competitive edge into 
our products,” states Lages. 

The “Mirrors of the World” project studied four industrial 
districts, in the regions of Lombardia, Tuscany, Emilia Ro-
magna and Veneto, producing a wide range of materials: 
articles, seminars, books and movies. Creating reference 
documents for Sebrae, learning about APL and training 
technicians have helped define the solutions for applying 
Italian knowledge in the country. 
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

According to Sebrae’s International Department manager, 
Renata Henriques, international cooperation must benefit 
both participants in the alliance, through the transfer of 
knowledge. “All international cooperation is a two-way 
street, with mutual gains. This is a strategic cooperation 
model, in that it allows Sebrae to gain access to new 
mechanisms used to improve existing ones, and to pro-
mote the improvement of solutions for supporting small 
businesses,” she says. 

Renata points out that the relationship with Italy is among 
the strongest relationships ever established internation-
ally by Sebrae. For her, partnership benefits are attractive 
for both countries, not only in terms of institutional coop-
eration, but in business as well. “The presence of Italian 
companies in Brazil generates business opportunities, 
through such arrangements as the productive chains 
encompassing large and small businesses. This can also 
create opportunities for small businesses to operate not 
only as suppliers, but also in establishing Brazilian joint 
ventures,” stated Henriques.
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Planting  
seeds

The beginning of the 21st century was an im-
portant period for Sebrae, not only because 
relations with Italy were greatly expanded. The 

institution started an even fiercer search for part-
ners that could add to its experience, in terms of the 
formats used in the design of micro and small-sized 
enterprises. The dawn of a new era, riddled with a 
greater desire for technology and production develop-
ment, brought with it suitable conditions for Sebrae to 
study, learn and apply innovative business manage-
ment and operation methods. 

Sebrae’s coordination with micro and small enterprises 
achieved greater success as of the moment when the 
institution decided to incorporate foreign experiences 
and strengthen relations with more developed countries 
in specific economic activities, such as Italian micro-

entrepreneurship. Embryonic pro-
jects conducted with Italy, such as 

“Brazilian Face” and “Mirrors of 
the World,” have greatly contrib-
uted to the institution absorbing 
Italian operational strategies. 

Contact with seasoned Italian 
professionals and an analysis of the inner-workings of 
Italian regions have been key knowledge drivers, and 
have provided intensive training to everyone involved 
in the study. Sebrae also had a graduate degree course 
in Management of Local Productive Arrangements 
(APL), in partnership with the Economic Commission for 

THE LEGACY OF ITALIAN EXPERIENCES HELPED 
SEBRAE DEVISE AND ADAPT NEW METHODOLOGIES 
TO THE BRAZILIAN REALITY. CAPACITY-BUILDING 
AND TRAINING WITH FOREIGN EXPERTISE HAVE 
IMPROVED RESULTS 

Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) and an intern 
exchange, an intensified search for new talent. 

Later this year, Sebrae and the Catholic University of 
Milan and will sign a Memorandum of Understanding, 
to reiterate their intention of developing joint activities 
in the field of corporate education. “Knowledge is one 
of the main raw materials in international relations. The 
exchange of experts helps deliver better solutions for 
small businesses,” says Renata Henriques, manager at 
Sebrae’s International Department.

 
LESSONS 

Emilio Beltrami, Sebrae consultant, points out that the 
relationship with Italy has allowed Brazilian entre-
preneurs from micro and small businesses to leap 
forward with greater speed. “Sebrae went to Italy 
with the goal of researching modern techniques and 
streamlining the transfer of such a technology to the 
work it does with SMEs,” Beltrami says. In addition 
to Italy having helped drive certain developments in 
Brazil, the project’s partnering institutions have also 
used the institution to foster improvements in meth-
odological practices. 

The IDB, for example, has left a methodology legacy to 
Sebrae. The bank has always had more complex pro-
cedures for planning and executing projects; they are 
world-renowned for their efficiency. Such methods have 
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helped augment what Sebrae was developing. The insti-
tution learned quite a bit. The methodological contribu-
tion was, undoubtedly, an important item in this relation-
ship; it took the form of meetings, debates and seminars, 
as well as the consolidation of a worldwide exchange 
network, in which Sebrae participates to this day. 

For the IDB, the benefits of the partnership with 
Sebrae also took the form of newfound knowledge. 

“As a benefit, the bank got what we call the ‘demon-
stration effect’: visibility and the reference, access 
to more knowledge, which is what matters to us. The 
pilots, tests, assays and systematic methodologies are 
important for joint growth. As such, one can channel 
acquired knowledge and apply it to other environ-
ments,” said Ismael Gilio, IDB specialist. 

He states that the partnership with Sebrae is based on 
strong development values and on the evolution of busi-

ness management. “Technical and operational compe-
tence, expertise, both national and international, as well 
as a commitment to micro and small enterprises and in-
stitutions, make Sebrae our main partner in Brazil,” said 
Gilio. As agreements were being signed, the exchange 
of information and the teaching of practical techniques 
have become a natural part of all projects. Missions 
between Brazil and Italy have gained an educational, 
indoctrinational nature. 

Renata Henriques adds that the management and 
dissemination of knowledge derived from international 
relations are crucial. “The challenge is disseminat-
ing the experience gained throughout Brazil, so that 
partners of the Sebrae System can benefit from the 
knowledge generated by international projects. Hence 
the importance of committing to the management of 
such a knowledge,” she concludes. 
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M arch, 2000. The directors of Sebrae and Promos 
(Special Division of the Milan Chamber for the 
Development of International Activities) met 

to discuss projects and partnerships to bring to Italian 
entrepreneurship experiences to Brazil. The original 
idea was to create three or four production niches in 
the country, similar to the successful experiences in 
northern and northeastern Italy, where small business-
es made up the famous industrial districts. 

After the first few meetings, a Brazilian mission went to 
Italy. At that occasion, a Memorandum of Understand-

ing was signed by Sebrae and Promos. The 
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 
joined the project, through the Multilateral 
Investment Fund (MIF). 

The goal of the program goal was to foster 
development of three axes in each loca-
tion, within the context of micro and small 
enterprises: the strengthening of the district 
dynamics, the organization of production and 
more information and greater market access. 
Upon the final performance of the project 
participants lied production efficiency and 
improved competitiveness. 

In May of that year, Sebrae released a call for bids, for 
a contest among Brazilian productive districts. An anal-
ysis of the potential of different segments / locations 
led to the selection of the Polo de Confecção de Moda 

Íntima de Nova Friburgo, Polo de Couro e Calçado de 
Campina Grande (PB) and Polo Moveleiro de Para-
gominas (PA). A fourth center - Confecção de Tobias 
Barreto (SE), fully funded by Sebrae, was included in 
the program due to its high potential to add value and 
grow its businesses.

PROMOS WAS CREATED 10 YEARS AGO; IT 
IS A PROGRAM THAT CONSOLIDATED THE 
COOPERATION BETWEEN BRAZIL AND ITALY 
IN THE SEGMENT OF MICRO AND SMALL 
ENTERPRISES

PIONEERING AND  
EFFECTIVENESS

Promos was the program that consolidated Brazil-Italy 

cooperation. The depth of the studies and analyses of 

socio-cultural environments, as well as the sheer scope of 

the insertion and continuity of the Italian model and meth-

odology in Brazil, made the program stand out, throughout 

the connection mediated by Sebrae. The relationship with 

Italy was based on the cultivation of an interaction channel, 

through which flows an exchange of technology and infor-

mation about entrepreneurship. 

Promos has also given participating regions the potential 

for exporting and gaining international prominence. “The 

program gave the centers the opportunity to participate in the 

first cycle of internationalization, and has obtained penetrat-

ing knowledge of other countries. The experiment also led to 

flexibility, adaptability to an international reality,” says Ismael 

Gilio, expert at the Interamerican Development Bank (IDB). 

 

Everything has a 

beginning
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Nova Friburgo:  
one foot in Europe and another in Brazil

The interest in producing underwear 
items in Nova Friburgo arose from in-
dustrialization advances in the area,  in 
the beginning of the twentieth century. 
The installation of factories mobilized 
the economy around production - more 
specifically, in the textile sector. 

Between 1930 and 1980, there was an 
increase in the purchasing power of pop-
ulation, as well as in  productive capacity. 
In the context of development, fostered 
partly by the Triumph plant, a big player 
in textile manufacturing, small business-
es arose, focusing on this sector.

In 1972, one of the micro-entrepreneurs 
urged the seamstresses to invest in lin-
gerie, as a parallel source of income. He 
intended to profit from the sale of cloth 

in an untapped niche: small producers. 
The insightful entrepreneur could not 
have foreseen, at the time, the true size 
the business would grow to: ten years 
later, Nova Friburgo was launched na-
tionally as “the underwear capital.” 

The incentives worked, and skilled la-
bor, coupled with demand, built strong 
development foundations. The center 
was chosen by the project due to its 
need for organization, financial incen-
tives and increase in productivity and 
competitiveness - basically, to improv-
ing the currently-established model. 
In 2006, a Sebrae survey showed that 
Nova Friburgo alone accounted for 20% 
of all of Brazil’s lingerie. Altogether, 
there are about 600 underwear compa-
nies in the city. 

THE CITY WITH THE MOST ADVANCED PROMOS 
APL INVESTS IN TECHNICAL TRAINING, FOSTERS 
GOVERNANCE AND GAINS INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY 
WITH UNDERWEAR EVENTS

Tutto ha un inizio >
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TAILORING ADVANCES 

The region was recognized as the most developed 
among the Promos’ choices. The Nova Friburgo center 
is of Swiss origin and, as such, was closer to Euro-
pean models. Work in the region was intensified by the 
concepts of management improvement and business 
cooperation, so as to strengthen collective organi-
zations. In two years, between 2002 and 2004, the 
participation companies in associations and collective 
development nuclei rose from 2% to 81%. 

There was an ever-growing awareness of the ad-
vantages offered by alliances among micro and 
small enterprises, and this was shown educationally, 
through Italian participation in training courses and 

experience sharing sessions. There were technical 
visits to Italian service centers and fabric manufactur-
ers, promoted by the Polytechnic Institute of Milan 
(PoliDesign). On such occasions, Brazilian entrepre-
neurs came into contact with the  modus operandi 
of the Italian textile industry, learning about design 
principles and the technological quality of machinery 
and business management consultancy. 

With almost 200,000 inhabitants and located in the 
mountainous region of Rio de Janeiro, Nova Friburgo 
has gained greater prominence and attracted new 
investors. The production reaches 350 million pieces 

- including bras and panties - a year, and amounts to a 
gross revenue of US$ 1.25 billion. 
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MOBILIZATION

In 2002, Promos created the Fashion Council in Nova 
Friburgo. It consists of organizing production process 
participants and other involved parties - albeit indi-
rectly - together with the industry, through committees 
for thematic discussions by procedures, to streamline 
collective management practices and market vision. 
In the agenda are such issues as foreign trade, social 
responsibility and sustainability, for example. 

Annual events - such as Fevest, a world-renowned 
products fair generally held out in August - or monthly 
events, such as the  Confabulation  (Conversa Íntima) 
course, which aims at promoting the principles of man-
agement and competitiveness, channel internal and ex-
ternal attention on the center specializing in underwear. 
The support of universities, and institutions such as 
SENAI, is garnered in parallel, and further strengthens 
the drive for the continued results in Nova Friburgo. 
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Tobias Barreto:  
the potential for persistence

Nearly 500 companies participate in 
the textile center in Tobias Barreto, 
a city in the state of Sergipe. What 
initially seemed doomed to failure, due 
to lack of courage and joint effort, now 
has entire families of seamstresses 
involved in an organized production 
process. The manufacture of Sergipe 
embroidery got a breath of fresh air at 
the turn of the century. 

Bedding, tablecloth, towels and line 
crafts were the extent of the produc-
tive potential of Sergipe seamstresses. 
From 1990s onwards, there was a drop 
in market demand in the region, due 
to competition and to the opening of 

clothing centers close to that mu-
nicipality. Still, preliminary market and 
local production surveys conducted by 
Sebrae in 2001 identified over a thou-
sand production units and more than 
600 distribution points. 

The focus on craft production made 
technical improvement difficult and, 
despite the intense need for technol-
ogy services, labor shortage was a 
strong impediment to the sector’s ex-
pansion. The lack of an entrepreneurial 
vision completed the unassuming 
picture of clothing micro-companies. 

With the arrival of technical assistance 

WOMEN WITH SKILLED HANDS COME TOGETHER IN 
PRODUCTIVE ASSOCIATIONS AND GENERATE A 
PROFESSIONAL SEWING BUSINESS IN SERGIPE

Tutto ha un inizio >
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companies. Courses such as Empretec, 
Business Management, Costs and 
Perfect Finishing were taught, and 
the embroiderers’ business acumens 
were also improved. “We entered 
into the Milan fashion circuit, and the 
experience instilled the importance of 
modelling and good design within the 
community,” says Leite. 

 
DESIGN

To facilitate the entry of Sergipe prod-
ucts into new markets, Promos called 
upon the European Institute of Design 
(CRIED/IED), headquartered in Mi-
lan The intention was to encourage 
a culture of appreciation of strategic 
design in companies, including through 
the use of regional culture icons and 
old embroidery pointers. The Sergipe 
Design Network - RSD (Rede Sergipe de 
Design) - acts locally in ensuring such a 
technology transfer and works in ensur-
ing that knowledge will be absorbed by 
the productive system. 

The female gender has also had a fea-
tured role at the Sergipe center: compa-
nies headed by women are numerous at 
the Tobias Barreto center. There were 
also increased levels of associativism, 

productivity and the incorporation or 
required production technologies. 

 
SERVICE CENTER

Between 2003 and 2004, the city inaugu-
rated a new service center, with wash-
ing machines, gum irons, an auditorium 
and training rooms. The support site 
favors pre-established associations 
and relationships among companies, 
because they converge to the same 
environment. 

Seamstresses and embroiderers mixed 
fabrics and had their fingers stained 
with paint. The lack of knowledge about 
the consequences of a simple replace-
ment of parts generated a problem: 
the embroidery became darkened with 
paint dust. “The quality of the finished 
piece, after adjusting and cleaning, was 
noticeably higher. The hygienic impact 
achieved by the installation of simple 
faucet facilities in strategic locations 
was amazing,” says Volker. 

in the form of Promos, which closed 
gaps and introduced entrepreneurship 
concepts in that segment, reality was 
adjusted - which led to practical learn-
ing experiences. “It was a landmark in 
the economy of that region. Formali-
zation was established and people’s 
entrepreneurial spirits were allowed to 
flourish,” says Jose Leite. 

 
EXPANDING THE VISION

One of Promos’ challenges in Sergipe 
was to provide increased product 
quality, which included a standardized 
production, for a possible large-scale 
marketing. However, contact with the 
embroiderers allowed the Promos to 
realize that alignment was impossible. 

“We noticed that they had difficulty 
seeing. They did not see well, due to 
constant use of the eyes and prolonged 
fixed gazes,” says Paul Volker, a Sebrae 
analyst. Their blurred vision prevented 
them from achieving perfection in the 
details. “So they had access to eye 
care services and, with the new glasses, 
they become satisfied with the quality of 
the work they did,” he concludes. 

Consulting and technical training also 
altered the views of Tobias Barreto 
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“The trucks left full of chairs, but they 
were stacked, thrown on top of one 
another, and some of the men had to 
ride and hold the merchandise. There 
was no organization in the transporta-
tion and in the production” said Paul 
Volker, an analyst at Sebrae, when 
talking about the processing scenario 
of furniture production in Pará, in the 
early 2000s. While the potential and the 
activity itself were already consolidated 
in the region, Paragominas lacked 
improvements in the production stages - 
from logging to the behavior of workers 
inside production plants. Throughout 
the project, 75 companies from the city 

- and 85 companies from neighboring 
cities - were integrated. 

Paragominas entrepreneurs value 
cooperation and united into two as-
sociations: Associação das Indústrias 
de Móveis, Artefatos de Madeira e 
Afins (Apimóveis) and the Associação 
dos Moveleiros e Artesãos de Para-
gominas (AMAP). Entrepreneurs also 
launched the Rede Amazônia Móveis 
brand, which identifies companies 
that are part of Apimóveis and assures 
customers about the quality of products 
produced by the association. As a result, 
Paragominas saw the highest level of 

WITH THE PROMOS PROJECT IN PARÁ, THE WOOD 
AND FURNITURE SECTOR INVESTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL 
INITIATIVES AND INCREASES THE EXPORT POTENTIAL

Paragominas: 
concerns about the sustainability

Tutto ha un inizio >
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adherence to collective management of 
all Promos Project centers. From 2002 to 
2004, the network, fully disjointed from 
an associative perspective, saw an 
80% growth in integrated management 
participation. 

A strategic committee was set up, to 
discuss the guidelines for entrepre-
neurs and partners of the Program for 
Developing Industrial Districts: Govern-
ment of Pará, Sebrae and Paragominas 
City Hall. The creation of an industrial 
park in an area donated by city hall 
brings together suppliers - sawmills 
and loggers - and companies belonging 
to Project Promo and the associations. 
The park serves as a series of stand-
ardized sheds, based on a qualitative 
feasibility production plan. 

Participation in fairs and the contact 
signed for training and exchange of 
information with Italy have brought a 
clearer notion of the value of quality to 
Paragominas furniture sector, which be-
came more discerning and demanding 
in the manufacture of parts, including 

compliance with finishing specifications 
and gains in terms of scale and produc-
tion capacity.

 Moreover, this relationship has gener-
ated a channel of knowledge about new 
markets, as perceived at the Equipotel 
Fair, a fair showcasing furniture for 
hotels and hostels. The entrepreneurs 
also got closer to the Italian market 
and were exposed to the production 
of doors and wooden artefacts, for the 
export market. 

In Pará, training expanded to the fields 
of wood finishing and drying. Fifty 
managers were qualified and more 
than 60 received consulting on busi-
ness management and sales planning. 

“We were impressed with the differ-
ence that the details can make. Italian 
experts realized that equipment - such 
as saws - were being used with the 
wrong inclination. The correct posi-
tioning of the saw influenced the yield 
level of any given piece of wood could, 
and even its shape, at the end of pro-
duction,” says Volker. 
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SUSTAINABILITY  
IN ALL PROCESSES

“When we approached the city, we could see 

nothing. Only a cloud of black smoke. Today, 

we see a clean city. I believe this was a great 

evolution,” explains Alessandro Costa, project 

advisor at the time. The mitigation of fires and 

the use of wood waste in the manufacture of 

new parts brought better quality of life to Pará. 

Forest management and harvesting, which 

guides the cutting of trees within a mapping of 

adult specimens, act in the region as balancing 

factors, reducing nature’s problems. The need 

to think about sustainability policies was such 

that entrepreneurs decided to create an asso-

ciation focused on this very activity: Paragomi-

nas Reflorestadores Associados (Paragoflor). 

 

Sustainable development is embedded as a 

feature of projects implemented by Sebrae. 

Awareness-raising among entities participat-

ing in the enterprises and the rationalization 

of natural resources gained momentum within 

the social responsibility ideology absorbed by 

Sebrae and the IDB and used in the Promos 

Project, in each of its iterations. 

As such, both in making full use of the raw ma-

terials, including the reuse of waste material, as 

in the methods used for replanting or abiding by 

the criteria set forth by environmental laws, the 

management priority at each center is both capa-

ble of generating productive growth and creating 

and emphasizing means capable of managing 

forestry resources educationally and responsibly.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

When the RCD Móveis first opened its doors, 

there were only four employees. Today, it has 

19. Cesar Araujo, 37, shop owner, considers 

the evolution a result of the investments 

made by project Promos. With two new Italian 

machines, the custom furniture maker wants 

to expand the business further. “I intend to 

invest in pre-made doors. The demand is huge 

and we have no competition here. Doors are 

purchased in the south of the country, and we 

can manufacture them more competitively”, 

the businessman says. 

 He also points out that changing the 

production process and raw materials 

used - the use of MDF as a substitute for 

wood - made it easy to place emphasis 

on sustainable growth and has brought 

increased profitability to entrepreneurs 

exploring the sector. “We have a much 

larger yield now, and generate almost 

no waste. A closet that used to take 15 

days to make now takes two,” compares 

César. His intention is to move the plant 

to the district created by Project Promos 

in Paragominas. 
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Campina Grande:  
Italian consulting on product  
diversity

POLO DE COURO E CALÇADOS FOSTERS PRODUCTION AND 
STIMULATES ASSOCIATIVISM, BUT KEEPS A FOCUS ON 
TRAINING AND IMPORTING DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES

Tutto ha un inizio >

Brazil ranks third in footwear produc-
tion, but about 75% of this supply is 
absorbed by the domestic market. In 
Paraíba, most shoe factories are con-
centrated in Campina Grande, Patos 
and João Pessoa. However, formal 
micro and small businesses always 
amounted to a very small percent-
age of the total number of companies, 
since producers are unable to leave 
informality behind and achieve the 
status of entrepreneurs. 

The difficulties stem from inconsisten-
cies in organizing production, and the 
economic instability footwear units of 
this size. Family participation and the 
use of one’s own home as a center of 
production - given that this is a semi-
artisanal activity - are peculiarities 
of the Paraiba center In 2006, Sebrae 
identified 615 companies in the region. 
Of these, only 149 were formal. The 
remaining 468 were operating in the in-
formal sector. Production, in 2000, was 
160 million pairs (mostly sandals). 
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Another successful initiative in Campina 
Grande was the presence of an Italian 
consultant, who conveyed knowledge 
and experience from his country to 
Paraíba citizens. He was able to coor-
dinate surveys with the Italian institu-
tions, such as NGO Pisie (International 
Polytechnic School of Economic and 
International Development). 376-hour 
training sessions were offered to 95%  
of entrepreneurs involved in the project. 

Participation in exhibitions and fairs in 
Brazil attracted the interest of the center, 
which would like to participate in inter-
national show-rooms: three in Argentina, 
one in Mexico City, one in Chile and 
one in Peru. Access of MPE to factor 
markets has been the target of much at-
tention, through courses in design, with 
support from the Polytechnic Institute 
of Milan, industrial consulting in compa-
nies, technical support in negotiations 
with Banco do Brasil, for Patos entre-
preneurs, and strengthening the Fábrica 
Escola de Calçados, linked to the Patos 
Shoemakers Association  - ASSPA (As-
sociação dos Sapateiros de Patos). 

The use of leather, previously wasted, 
was a major project investments. The 
tradition of the local production col-
laborated with the context of expan-
sion, although drops have been spotted 
in recent decades. Since the middle of 
the last century, the footwear indus-
try became the main hub of the local 
economy. 

 The partnership between the IDB 
and Sebrae funded a series of Italian 
missions to in Campina Grande, fur-
ther pushing in favor of a new form of 
business management, taking note of 
local potentials, such as the diversity of 
shoes produced in the region and the 
possibility of meeting domestic and for-
eign demands. Therefore, district fora 
were fostered and carried out, accord-
ing to a new system that would facilitate 
communication and the dynamics of re-
lationships with parties geographically 
outside the centers, such as CAD-CAM, 
which offers solutions through a center 
with specialized products and services, 
with emphasis on modelling and a dif-
ferent design. 
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E conomy of knowledge. The term, not used very 
often in Brazil, is used abroad to designate the 
tendency to direct investments at the combina-

tion of technological innovation and social dissemi-
nation of knowledge. The main priority of this model 
is to draw on the technical potential of universities 
and research and development institutes to improve 
companies through consulting and service rendering. 
The alliance between conventional productive forces 
and the organization of a methodology enables quali-
fied industry sector specialization. From there, one 
can connect services into a network woven with data 
gathered from both sides of rendered services: supply 
and demand. 

The focus on the Italian model was due to the converg-
ing need, in Brazilian Amazon 
region, to mobilize economic 
stakeholders, from different 
institutional levels, into public-
private partnerships (PPP) and, 
more importantly, promote net-
works in the territories. The lack 
of knowledge about the loca-
tions where the services were 
available, and the lack of direct 
contact between businesses 
and potential service providers 
hindered combined growth and 
the very use of services. 

This network was modelled on the use of practical 
strategies, such as the creation of agencies to foster 
interaction, the promotion of export consortia, the es-

Network  
of Technology Services  

PARÁ AND AMAZONAS ENJOY A SYSTEM THAT 
INCREASES THE PRODUCTION POTENTIAL BASED ON 
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SERVICES THAT WERE PREVIOUSLY 
ISOLATED FROM ONE ANOTHER, AND ON THE CO-
PARTICIPATION OF DIVERSIFIED TECHNOLOGICAL 
ENTITIES.

tablishment of centers aimed at promoting technology 
transfers to micro and small enterprises, as well as the 
testing of tools for gaining access to credit and innova-
tion, carried out by the Centro Tecnológico de Madeira 
e Móveis da Região de Marche - Cosmob. The idea is 
to reduce activities outside of that location and provide 
significant improvements in logistics and productivity. 

The Network Services Technology (RST, Rede de 
Serviços Tecnológicos) was made possible through a 
partnership between Sebrae, including those in Ama-
zonas and Pará, the Inter-American Development Bank 
(IDB) and the Marche region of Italy, in 2008. 

 According to Ismael Gilio, senior IDB specialist, the 
value of the project, within the Brazilian context, is 
based on expanding the productive capacity and quality 
of micro and small enterprises. “The RST promotes 
technological development and innovation. It was a 
model that was very well designed and adapted for 
Brazil; it is a unique opportunity to expand access and 
improve logistics in the northern region,” he concludes. 

 
METHODOLOGY

A survey was conducted in Belém (Pará) and Manaus 
(AM) to assess the condition of the companies partici-
pating in the project - 90 of them were interviewed - and 
the feasibility of transferring knowledge. 

 A series of fact sheets describing the skills and equip-
ment available at the territory’s technical-scientific 
infrastructure is prepared and attached as an of-
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fers catalogue. After identifying the services already 
installed in the production center, the RST project initi-
ates a dialogue with the companies, in order to make 
them aware of deficiencies and stimulate a search for 
specialists, and securing consulting services to expand 
their productive capacity. In total, 150 companies in 
each state should be incorporated into the project. 

In research, universities, training centers, associa-
tions, service providers and entrepreneurs from various 
sectors, acting as users or providers of services, get to 
know one other’s capabilities. In Brazil, 21 institutions 
currently make up the technology network available to 
micro and small enterprises in Amazonas and Pará 

For the RST coordinator in Sebrae Pará, Marcio Pereira, 
the identification and involvement of science and tech-
nology institutions can leverage the competitiveness of 
micro and small businesses in the north of the country. 
According to him, the use of qualified laboratories and 
academic knowledge collaborate through the use of a 
new productive approach. “These businesses expect 
to receive quality services, send products to other 
markets and participate in public procurement. Through 
interaction between theory and practice, they can now 
have their technology needs met.” 

Seventy-six technology services are made available to 
entrepreneurs, as part of thematic blocks, according to 

demand flows. Topics such as management, product, 
market, design or process are included in the set of 
potential future expansions to the RST. 

 
EVOLUTION IN A FEW MONTHS

According to local coordinator Evanildo Pantoja, 
Movelaria Macambira - located about 230 km from 
Manaus (AM), in Itacoatiara - for example, was added 
to the RST just a few months ago and can already see 
the evolution generated by this work. The company 
has reorganized the machinery and production layouts  
and, as such, has increased speed in manufacturing 
parts. “With the help of Sebrae and Senai, the com-
pany was divided by sector and the machines were 
organized in a way that made it easier to work. When 
the part reaches the end of the bench, it is ready for 
assembly. We are still completing the process and 
production has already increased about 20%,” says 
the owner of the furniture store, José Alberto Baraúna 
Macambira, 41. 

A single service center, a Sebrae partnership in states 
with network entities, with an autonomous structure, 
is responsible for forwarding information at the RST 
and for the seamless coordination of relationships. 
The service center is the interface between the ser-
vices and the entrepreneurs. 
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INNOVATION

According to Alessio Gnaccarini, director of Cosmob, 
the proposed innovation permeates three different 
levels: technological, institutional and social. This 
mobilization, integrating different areas, is aimed at 
improving equipment, relationships and human mate-
rial. According to him, what sets this system apart is 
the possibility of combining different factors in favor of 
increased competitiveness. 

As for environmental concerns, the methodology 
proposes that the project have a public policy axis - in 
addition to complying with the country’s environmental 
laws and regulations. It thinks about sustainability in 
the context of consumption; that is, it seeks to reduce 
the impacts on the consumer’s life, at the moment of 
contact with the product. “Six years ago, we sought to 
associate sustainability with innovation. Therefore, our 
logic was to curb the environmental impact at the time 
of consumption. We sought to use the most appropri-
ate material, which also helped in controlling produc-
tion,” says Gnaccarini. 

 INTERNATIONALIZATION

For senior Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 
expert Ismael Gilio, seeing globalization as a tool for 
availing one’s self of the market was quite avant-garde. 

“Ten years ago, Sebrae was already concerned with in-
ternationalization, a topic which was quite innovative at 
the time and which, today, is an inherent part of the do-
mestic agenda. The IDB has always worked to promote 
this integration and foster further understanding among 
countries,” stated Gilio. 

According to Vinicius Lages, current manager of Collec-
tive Services at Sebrae, cooperation with other countries 
should be continuous. “An international alliance mat-
ters, in that it facilitates learning and can contribute to 
internationalization. In this sense, Sebrae undergoes 
permanent updates and enhancements. No institution of 
our size can make the mistake of being isolated,” he says. 

Among our international partners, Italian contributions 
were quite significant in this sector. Sharing the meth-
odology for a reference center applied to a region with 
technological deficiencies must be one of the highlights 
of the collaboration. The competitiveness and network 
thinking are also important legacies. “We can create a 
competitive edge, in terms of product design and valua-
tion. Our entry into an international knowledge network 
also allows for competitive intelligence,” notes analyst 
Alexandre Guerra. 

The European Union has decided to collaborate with 
exporting the Cosmob methodology. In total, 23 countries 
have received the RST. In Europe, the logic behind the 
network was formalized 15 years, pioneered by Italy. At 
least 400 companies in Italy receiveconsultancy ser-
vices from Cosmob each year. 

The alliance with the Marche Region - where innovation 
was structured as the natural form of economic devel-
opment - puts Brazil in touch with a streamlined and 
evolved experience, in the terms of use of network ser-
vices. The relationship between the countries is based 
on using a similar vocations strategically, for mutual 
benefit. The Marche region can also find new markets, 
and expand into long value networks. 
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Credit-Guaranteeing  

Corporations
MODEL FOR GRANTING EASIER ACCESS TO FUNDING, BY 
MICRO-COMPANY ASSOCIATIONS, COLLABORATING WITH THE 
CONSOLIDATION OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN BRAZIL

Stimulus given to the creation of companies in Brazil - 
as a way of fostering the economy and the development 
of micro and small businesses - has always been an 
utmost priority at Sebrae. Activities that allow for faster 
procedures and less bureaucracy, as well as more 
meaningful progress in such projects, motivate the 
institution to seek out new partners and knowledge of 
techniques and systems that lead to such results. 

A good example are credit-guaranteeing corporations, 
known by the initials SGC (Sociedades Garantidoras 
de Crédito), launched in Brazil in 2002, based on an 
analysis of this type of operation in Italy. The ease 
with which companies agglomerate around a common 
goal - a strong Italian brand - has given Italian busi-
nesspeople the possibility of securing higher funding 
levels from local banks, with minimal interest and loan 
rates, better SGC ROIs. 

Brazil’s pioneering SGC was established in Serra 
Gaucha, Rio Grande do Sul, in December 2003, and it 
was called GarantiSerra. In 2005, when the work actu-
ally began, GarantiSerra had a funding guarantee from 
the banks known as two for one,  i.e., 50% of the funds 
invested would enable 100% funding. 

Based on this pilot experience, in 2008 Sebrae launched 
a public call for projects, offering technical and finan-
cial support to the establishment of credit guaranteeing 
companies in the country. 

 
MISSIONS 

Twenty people from Paraná participated in the first mis-
sion of credit guaranteeing companies to Italy, to assess 
the possibility of absorbing the model into the country 
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Once the expeditions were over, business leaders from 
six regions of the state - southwest, west, northwest, 
central and Curitiba - those with concrete ambitions to 
build SGCs, became convinced that this was the right 
path for the beginning of an evolution, based on the 
transfer of Italian know-how. 

An Italian technical team also spent a week in Paraná, to 
provide consultancy and analyse the technical capaci-
ties needed to implement the SGCs. At the end of the visit, 
a book about the Brazilian experience with SGCs was ed-
ited by the Italians, with funding from Sebrae in Parana 
and from the Emilia-Romagna government. 

 In the state of Minas Gerais, there are four other SGC 
initiatives, all in the process of raising funds for deploy-
ment. The one in east Minas Gerais is called Garantia 
dos Vales, and is expected to open later this year. Other 
SGCs are expected to be consolidated by the end of the 
first half of 2012. 

For Alessandro Barbosa Chaves, manager of Access 
to Financial Services in Sebrae Minas Gerais, one of 
the advantages of the Italian model is the fact that the 
guarantee consortium Confidis has a strong link with 
the territory. The initiative is also a private one; that is, 
Italian credit-guaranteeing corporations are managed 
by entrepreneurs and are committed to them. They are 
not directly connected to the government, but do receive 
inflows of public funds at times. 

 According to Hoberg Dutra Leocádio, owner of a 
designed furniture company and chairman of Garantia 
dos Vales, financial inclusion is the best contribution a 
SGC can provide. “We can grant greater access to micro 
and small businesses that typically have had difficulties 
finding credit,” says Hoberg. Additionally, he states that 
consulting contributes to companies’ growth. 

PROFITABLE SECURITY

Airton Possa, 52, has owned Arte Marmo - a company 

specializing in the manufacture of marble and granite 

pieces, Art Marmo - for 13 years. Today, with five 

employees of his own, it sells to the Caxias do Sul 

market, in Rio Grande do Sul. According to Airton, the 

micro-company struggled to obtain financing early 

on. “We fall straight into a cruel financial system. If I’d 

known about GarantiSerra before, it would all have 

been much easier,” says Airton. 

In 2007, Airton decided to join the Credit-Guaranteeing 

Company in Rio Grande do Sul And he never 

looked back. In his opinion, the unique service and 

relationship he has with GarantiSerra are key aspects. 

Airton calculates that, since he sought credit with the 

SGC, Art Marmo’s profits rose by 70%. “I increased 

my earnings - I never thought it’d be so simple to 

do. I can move more material and have it available 

to my clientèle,” says the gaucho. He sees trust as 

an extra weapon at the negotiation table and in the 

management of his micro-company. “When we’re 

overwhelmed, we feel helpless. But not like this. I can 

be more daring, feel safer,” he concludes.
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T he Italian Emilia-Romagna region, 
known for its united small busi-
nesses, took root in Paraná. A 

partnership between the Italian govern-
ment and the Brazilian government and 
Sebrae has allowed for an office to 
be set up in Curitiba, which acts as a 
bridge - with no boundaries - between 
the two nations. The international 
partnership came formally into being 
in 2008, due to the strength of coopera-
tives in the region, currently encom-
passing over 15,000 companies. 

One of Emilia-Romagna’s main market 
niches is agribusiness. According to 
Julio Cezar Agostini, Sebrae director in 
Paraná, the Italian culture has a natural 
vocation for cuisine - it has a true appre-
ciation of food, and adds food technolo-
gies and quality standards to dining. 

In the metropolitan region of Curitiba, 
Ceasa will undergo a structural / mod-
ernization reform, based on study and 
evaluation criteria conceived by Italians. 
Interfacing takes place with the Bo-
logna market, a partner in the project. 
Prior knowledge has allowed for the 
projection of the logistical and innova-
tive potential of market in Curitiba, not 
only in relation to building divisions, but 

Exchanges  
generate good results

PARANÁ AGRIBUSINESS RECEIVES ITALIAN 
DIRECTION, IN ORDER TO EXPAND 
INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE MARKET ITSELF. 
BASE OF INNOVATIONS POINTS TO 
CONCERNS ABOUT FOOD SECURITY AND THE 
ENCOURAGEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 

also in all types of storage, organization 
and training given to producers and 
suppliers. Engineers, agronomy and 
agriculture technicians participate in 
the technical missions. 

According to the Sebrae director in 
Parana, the possibility of improving the 
food security system, with tracking and 
monitoring capabilities - in addition to 
an even greater commitment to mar-
keted products - is one of the advances 
made by the project. “We are incorpo-
rating food quality control principles. In 
addition, the opening of doors and con-
tacts with a set of innovations - techno-
logical and social-organizational - are 
some of the benefits we derive from this 
partnership,” the director said. Courses 
taught by Italian technicians will benefit 
some 400 small producers. 

For two years, Sebrae Paraná has been 
doing work with micro and small agro-
industry companies, to collaborate with 
the standardization of food production 
mechanisms, as per the guidelines of 
regulatory agencies. Companies that 
produce salamis, cheeses and jel-
lies, for example, tend to have sparse 
installations, which usually reduces the 
overall product quality. 
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THE TASTE OF EXPERIENCE

The need for investment in training and the exchange of successful 

experiences was evident to all those who participated in the training. 

Paraná businessmen were satisfied with the lectures given by Italian 

agribusiness experts. 

The technical director of a cheese company located in Renascença, 

Milton Yamamoto, considers it important that companies seek to 

manufacture products with Brazilian characteristics, thus facilitat-

ing market expansion. Yamamoto also mentioned food security. “In 

Brazil, responsibility in this regard focuses even more strongly on 

one part of the production chain. We have seen that the primary sec-

tor should have its share of responsibility in food safety oversight. In 

other words, one needs quality raw materials to move the process 

along, to ensure food security,” Yamamoto added. 

 In the eyes of veterinarian Cristian Armendaris, manager of the unit 

entitled Cooperativa de Leite da Agricultura Familar (Claf,  Fam-

ily Farming Milk Cooperative), in São João, the model contributes 

mainly to the organization of family farmers, strategic partnerships, 

joint purchasing, recognition of regional crops and the strengthening 

of production. “We also seek their level of organization as consor-

tia, their having strong brands in the milk, dairy and other markets. 

This contact with Italian specialists only makes our work stronger,” 

explains Armendaris. 
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Concluding Remarks

SEBRAE ESTABLISHES INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
IN ORDER TO DEVELOP THE EXCHANGE OF BEST 
PRACTICES, TO SUPPORT MICRO AND SMALL 
ENTERPRISES 

î  Sebrae’s vast gaze on micro and small business. 
Over nearly forty years, the institution has prioritized its 
international partnerships, always with the purpose of 
ensuring the implementation of good practices, which 
serve as a sustainable model for the market. 

î  The relationship with Italy goes beyond histori-
cal ties. Over the years, the similarities between the 
countries led to joint actions being undertaken in the 
development of actions directed to micro and small 
enterprises. The aspects referring to the culture of 
cooperation and associativism are highlighted in this 
exchange. 

î  Embryonic projects conducted with Italy, such 
as “Brazilian Face” and “Mirrors of the World,” have 
greatly contributed to the institution absorbing Italian 
operational strategies. Partnerships with international 

organizations like the IDB are fundamental. As such, we 
have theory-and-practice effect, since it is possible to 
build new work methodologies and verify the applica-
tion of this model in the Brazilian reality. 

î  Promos was the program that consolidated Brazil-
Italy cooperation. Sebrae and Promos (Special Division 
of the Milan Chamber for the Development of Interna-
tional Activities) met to discuss projects and partner-
ships to bring to Italian entrepreneurship experiences 
to Brazil. Three or four production niches in the coun-
try, similar to the successful experiences in northern 
and northeastern Italy, made up the famous industrial 
districts.

î  Nova Friburgo (RJ), the city with the Promos’ most 
advanced APL, invests in technical training and gain 
international visibility with underwear events; Tobias 
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î  Barreto (SE) develops productive associations and 
makes sewing a professional activity; Paragominas 
(PA) trains the wood and furniture sector, increasing 
the export potential with environmental sustainability; 
and Campina Grande (SP) stands out as a center for 
leather and footwear, focusing on training and import-
ing design technologies.

î  The secret lies in a common goal - a strong Italian 
brand and what Sebrae brings to the table, in terms of 
a sustainability model for micro and small enterprises. 
A good example are credit-guaranteeing corporations, 
known by the initials SGC (Sociedades Garantidoras 
de Crédito), launched in Brazil in 2002. Brazil’s pio-
neering SGC was established in Serra Gaucha, Rio 
Grande do Sul, in December 2003, and it was called 
GarantiSerra. The model for easier access to financ-
ing, based on micro-company associations, reaches 
Paraná and Minas Gerais. 

î  The current state of affairs reveals the model of 
Technology Services Network, which can be sum-
marized as a knowledge economy. Designate the 
investment trend in the alliance between technological 
innovation and the social diffusion of knowledge. The 
technical potential of universities and research and 
development institutes work to improve companies 
through consulting and service rendering. Pará and 
Amazonas enjoy the deployment of this system, which 
increases the productive potential of the site. 

î  The partnership with Italy is an example to be fol-
lowed, in which the partnership benefits both countries, 
by expanding trade barriers, with permeability and the 
inclusion of companies in the field of international co-
operation. As such, Sebrae provides experiences that 
serve to foster actions focused on the sustainability of 
micro and small enterprises. 
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Someone who has knowledge moves forward


